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Program Educational Objectives (PEO)

PEO-1
Create value to organizations as an EMPLOYEE at various levels, by improving
the systems and processes using appropriate methods. 

PEO-2 Apply modern tools and techniques to solve complex real time problems

PEO-3
Run  an  organization  successfully  with  good  social  responsibility  as  an
ENTREPRENEUR, making use of the knowledge and skills acquired from the
programme.

PEO-4
To inculcate professionalism, ethical attitude, communication skills, team work in
their profession and enhance their skills for life-long learning.

PEO-5
Produce  the  professionals  or  the  future  to  become  the  backbone  and  will
participate for the rapid growth.

Program Outcomes-(PO)

PO-1
Understanding of basic Computer Application concepts and principles that aims
to prepare young minds for the challenging opportunities in the IT industry

PO-2
Determine, explicate and analyse real time problems using fundamental concepts
of Computer Science and relevant domains.

PO-3
Design and develop solutions to meet software requirements in various domains
like banking, insurance,  healthcare,  multimedia and mass communication,  etc.
using latest technologies.

PO-4 Able to write reports, design documentation and make impressive presentations
by learning technical communication skills.
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PO-5
Use  critical  thinking  and  creativity  skills  to  solve  complex  problems  using
modern tools and techniques in ethical way.

PO-6
Acquire  project-based  learning  skills  such  as  define  the  problem,  identify
alternative solutions, plan the project, execute the plan, monitor & control the
project progress and finally complete the project.

PO-7
To product employable IT workforce, that will have sound knowledge of IT and
business fundamentals

PO-8
Enhance  competitive  skills,  prepare  for  higher  education,  and  engage  in
independent  and  lifelong  learning  in  the  broadest  context  of  technological
change.

Semester- I

-Course Name: Computer Fundamentals

Course Code (CC)-BCA-C101

BCA-C101-CO-1
Understand  the  elementary  concepts  of  computers  systems  and
associated software and hardware components.

BCA-C101-CO-2
Summarize  the  functioning  of  associated  software  system  that
establishes  linkage  between  internal  and  external  components
coupled with the computer systems.

BCA-C101-CO-3
Summarize the basic concepts of digital electronics that acts as the
foundation for the logic behind digital computer systems.

BCA-C101--CO-4
Build word documents as per requirement by extensive use of tools
available  in  the  application.  Apply  the  knowledge  acquired  for
content creation and construction

BCA-C101-CO-5
Design  presentations  and  analyse  data  for  related  activities  with
respect to particular functional area

Semester- I

-Course Name: Programming in 'C'

Course Code (CC)-BCA-C102
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BCA-C102-CO-1
Understand  the  basic  concepts  of  C  language  and  develop
programming skills

BCA-C102-CO-2
Develop  Analytical  /  Logical  Thinking  and  Problem  Solving
capabilities.

BCA-C102-CO-3
Design  algorithm  using  concepts  of  Computer  and  Information
Technology to formulate programs for the real time problems.

BCA-C102-CO-4
Develop  sound  technical  knowledge  of  programming  to  enhance
employability

BCA-C102-CO-5
Apply  the  concept  of  C  programming  using  critical  thinking  and
creativity skills to solve complex problems.

Semester- I

-Course Name: English Communication

Course Code (CC)-BCA-C103

BCA-C103-CO-1

Acquire  in-depth  knowledge  of  the  communication,  apply  for
effective  correspondence  with  team  and  critically  understand  the
requirements or real-time technical problems for which solution can
be designed thus creating a ground for future learning.

BCA-C103-CO-2
Demonstrate critical understanding, thinking and writing ability by
making  an  optimum  use  of  correct  vocabulary  &  grammar  thus
identify alternative solutions for technical or business issues

BCA-C103-CO-3
Enhance  the  writing  skills,  learn  the  writing  process
(prewriting/writing/rewriting) and apply them to design and develop
appropriate technical and workplace documentation.

BCA-C103--CO-4
Acquire  skills  to  modify  body  language  and  use  ethically  sound
verbal/non-verbal skill, while interaction or making presentations to
create an impact on the audience thus enhances employability

BCA-C103-CO-5 Develop  listening  and  impressive  speaking  skills,  demonstrating
professional, ethical and public-facing attributes for an entrepreneurs
or  executives  of  different  cultural  backgrounds  and  utilize
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appropriate  formats  and  conventions  derived  from  individual
disciplines.

Semester- I

-Course Name: Mathematical Foundation of Computer Science

Course Code (CC)- BCA-104(GE1)

BCA-104(GE1)-CO-1
Ability  to  apply  knowledge  of  mathematics,  science,  and
engineering to solve practical problems

BCA-104(GE1)-CO-2
Analyse  a  problem  and  identify  and  define  the  computing
requirements for solution.

BCA-104(GE1)-CO-3
Acquire  ability  to  describe  computer  programs  (e.g.  recursive
functions) in a formal mathematical manner.

BCA-104(GE1)--CO-4
Ability to express and analyse logic sentence in terms of predicates,
quantifiers, and logical connectives

BCA-104(GE1)-CO-5
Apply  the  technical  knowledge  to  generating  the  function  and
recurrence relations to solve the problems

Semester- I

-Course Name: Probability and Statistical Techniques

Course Code (CC)- BCA-104(GE2)

BCA-104(GE2)-CO-1 Describe and discuss the key terminology, concepts and techniques
used in statistical analysis

BCA-104(GE2)-CO-2
Understand and critically discuss the issues surrounding sampling
and significance.

BCA-104(GE2)-CO-3 Conduct  basic  statistical  analysis  of  data  using  correlation,
regression and chi-square test

BCA-104(GE2)--CO-4
Able  to  apply  and  understand  several  well-known  distributions,
including  binomial,  hyper  geometric,  Chebyshev,  Poisson,
geometric and Erlang distribution. 

BCA-104(GE2)-CO-5 Able to understand the basic knowledge on fundamental probability
concepts,  including  random  variable,  probability  of  an  event,
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additive  rules,  conditional  probability,  baye’s  theorem,  and
mathematical expectation.

Semester- I

-Course Name: Office automation tools Lab

Course Code (CC)-BCA-C151

BCA-C151-CO-1
Examine  the  connection  of  various  hardware  components  of
computer  system  and  its  peripherals.  Implement  and  identify  the
interaction between various hardware and software components.

BCA-C151-CO-2
Apply  and  implement  significant  internal  and  external  DOS
commands to understand their functionality.

BCA-C151-CO-3 Apply significant concepts of text editing in the application software.

BCA-C151-CO-4
Apply and analyse numerical data pertaining to some mathematical
problem to aid in problem solving using application software. 

BCA-C151-CO-5
Demonstrate  and develop effective  presentations  using  application
software.

Semester- I

-Course Name:  Programming in 'C' Lab

Course Code (CC)-BCA-C152

BCA-C152-CO-1
Illustrate  C  programming  development  environment,  compiling,
debugging, linking and executing a program using the development
environment

BCA-C152-CO-2
Infer the familiarity with basic Computer Application concepts and
formulate algorithm for the real time problems

BCA-C152-CO-3
Apply  and  practice  logical  formulations  to  design  and  develop
solutions to complex problems 

BCA-C152-CO-4 Design the required programming components that efficiently solve
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computing problems in real world

BCA-C152-CO-5
Rephrase the acquired technical communication skills in the form of
documentation of the carried out lab work.

Semester- I

-Course Name:  Mini Project I

Course Code (CC)-BCA-S153

BCA-S153-CO-1
Define the problems in various domains that can be solved using
computer applications

BCA-S153-CO-2
Develop the ability  to identify alternative solutions and plan the
project. 

BCA-S153-CO-3 Analyse and Design the software development process

BCA-S153-CO-4 To develop coding and testing skills for software development.

BCA-S153-CO-5
Build  technical  presentation  skills  and  Create  project
documentation of the complete process.

Semester- II

-Course Name:  Data Structure Using ‘C’

Course Code (CC)-BCA-C201

BCA-C201-CO-1
Understand the basic concepts of Data Structures and programming
skills. 

BCA-C201-CO-2
Determine,  explicate  and  analyse  problems  using  fundamental
concepts of Computer Science and develop algorithms to solve the
problem. 

BCA-C201-CO-3
Illustrate and compare various tools and techniques  for algorithms
and programming. 

BCA-C201-CO-4 Acquire sound knowledge of data structure techniques to enhance the
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employability status.

BCA-C201-CO-5
Build  skills  in  designing  algorithms  for  various  applications  to
enhance competitive skills and lifelong

Semester- II

-Course Name:  Object Oriented Programming using C++

Course Code (CC)-BCA-C202

BCA-C202-CO-1
Understand the  basic  concepts  of  programming  and formulate  the
algorithms and implement the solutions for mathematical problems. 

BCA-C202-CO-2
Identify  the  real-world  problem  and  suggest  the  solutions  to  the
persist problem by C++ OOPs concepts.

BCA-C202-CO-3
Design and develop the reusable application using inheritance in C+
+  and  apply  modern  tools  to  develop  applications  for  various
domains using inheritance.

BCA-C202-CO-4
Demonstrate  critical  thinking to  develop robust  applications  using
pointers and polymorphism in C++. 

BCA-C202-CO-5
Ability  to  demonstrate  technical  skills  to  solve  the  IT  industry
problem with various C++ concepts and enhance the ability to learn
new things.

Semester- II

-Course Name:  Software Engineering

Course Code (CC)-BCA-C203

BCA-C203-CO-1

Design  /Development  and  compose  a  software  product  with  the
software  engineering  lifecycle  model  and  demonstrating  its
competence in planning and developing software and implement the
solutions for mathematical problems. 

BCA-C203-CO-2 Students are able to analyse and identify the software requirement
specification and software matrices. So that efficient software can be
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developed.

BCA-C203-CO-3
Demonstrate an understanding of and apply current theories, models,
and techniques of software engineering to bring out innovative and
novelistic solutions for the growth

BCA-C203-CO-4
The potential  to develop software engineering capabilities skills to
improve technological expertise and employability. 

BCA-C203-CO-5
Demonstrate  the  basic  principles  and  relevance  of  project
management software principles such as cost estimating, scheduling,
and analysing the progress that helps to enhance employability

Semester- II

-Course Name:   Environmental Science

Course Code (CC)-BCA-A204

BCA-A204-CO-1

Understand the significance of environment & its natural resources,
and  identify  their  responsibility  as  citizens,  consumers  and
environmental  actors  in  complex  interconnected  environmental
systems.  Software  and  implement  the  solutions  for  mathematical
problems. 

BCA-A204-CO-2
Demonstrate  critical  thinking  to  plan  innovative  strategies  for
environmental protection, biodiversity conservation and sustainable
development, and facilitate life-long learning

BCA-A204-CO-3
Elaborate the knowledge of the environmental challenges associated
with air and noise pollution, solid waste management, and disaster
management

BCA-A204-CO-4
Build critical  understanding of the major problems associated with
water pollution,  its  sources and impacts  on human and ecosystem
health

BCA-A204-CO-5

Reflect  critically  about the consequences of human actions  on the
environment, its subsequent impacts on human health & welfare, and
take  part  in  finding  their  solutions  by  appraising  the  latest
environmental policies.
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Semester- II

-Course Name:   Fundamental of Computer Organization

Course Code (CC)- BCA- C205

BCA-C05-CO-1
Define the theory of Digital Design and Computer Organization to
provide an insight of how basic computer components are specified

BCA-C205-CO-2
Compare the structure of various number systems and its application
in digital Design.

BCA-C205-CO-3 Understand and analyse various combinational circuits.        

BCA-C205-CO-4
Analysing, Applying and Evaluating issues related to ISA, memory,
control and I/O functions.

BCA-C204-CO-5 Summarizing the CISC and RISC machine architecture.

Semester- II

-Course Name:  Data Structure Using ‘C’ Lab

Course Code (CC)-BCA-C251

BCA-C251-CO-1
Infer  the  familiarity  with  algorithms  and  basic  concepts  of  Data
Structures and programming skills. 

BCA-C251-CO-2
Infer the familiarity with basic concepts of Function, Array and Link-
list and formulate algorithm for problems

BCA-C251-CO-3
Apply and practice logical formulations of Stack, Queues, Trees and
various  Sorting  and  searching  algorithm  designs  and  develop
solutions to complex problems

BCA-C251-CO-4
Design new algorithms that efficiently solve computing problems in
real world

BCA-C251-CO-5
Rephrase the acquired technical communication skills in the form of
documentation of the carried out lab work..

Semester- II
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-Course Name:  Programming using C++Lab

Course Code (CC)-BCA-C252

BCA-C252-CO-1
Understand the working of C++ IDE with the fundamentals concepts
of  programming  and  implement  the  solution  for  mathematical
problems. 

BCA-C252-CO-2
Develop and implement solutions for various problems using OOPs
concepts like Class, objects

BCA-C252-CO-3 Analysis and implement the reusable applications using inheritance.

BCA-C252-CO-4
Learn to create the solutions of complex applications using pointers
and polymorphism in C++ programming

BCA-C252-CO-5
Enhance technical knowledge to design console based applications to
solve  complex  mathematical  and  business  problems  using  file
handling, , exception handling and template programming.

Semester- II

-Course Name:  Mini Project II

Course Code (CC)-BCA-S253

BCA-S253-CO-1
Define the problems in various  domains  that  can be solved using
computer applications. 

BCA-S253-CO-2
Develop  the  ability  to  identify  alternative  solutions  and  plan  the
project

BCA-S253-CO-3 Analyze and Design the software development process

BCA-S253-CO-4 To develop coding and testing skills for software development. 

BCA-S253-CO-5
Build technical presentation skills and Create project documentation
of the complete process.

Semester- III
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-Course Name:  Database Management Systems

Course Code (CC)-BCA-C301

BCA-C301-CO-1
Understand the vital concepts of database management system and
its architecture

BCA-C301-CO-2
Summarize  the  significance  of  database  management  system over
traditional file based system

BCA-C301-CO-3
Understand  the  concept  of  database  normalization  and  its
significance.

BCA-C301-CO-4 Comprehend the transaction processing and recovery concepts

BCA-C301-CO-5
Understand the concept of concurrency control and Serializability in
the context of database management system.

Semester- III

-Course Name: Theory of Computation

Course Code (CC)- BCA-C302

BCA-C302-CO-1
Understand and apply acquired fundamental knowledge of Theory
of  Computation  to  formulate  various  models/machine  for  solving
real time mathematical problems.

BCA-C302-CO-2
Apply  concepts  of  formal  computation  and  its  relationship  with
languages to evaluate the validity of any token in a programming
language through Designed DFA or NDFA model/machine

BCA-C302-CO-3

Classify and critically evaluate various types of ambiguous and non-
ambiguous  grammar  and  thus  analyse,  formulate  the  syntax  of
various programming languages through Designing solutions using
Push Down Automata.

BCA-C302-CO-4
Critically analyse the mathematical problem and Design solution to
solve it using Turing Machine.

BCA-C302-CO-5
Evaluate  the  mathematical  problem  on  solvability,  decidability,
finiteness and provide Solution to PCP problems
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Semester- III

-Course Name: Programming using Python

Course Code (CC)- BCA-S303

BCA- S303-CO-1
Enhance  the  ability  to  solve  problems  using  system  approaches,
critical and innovative thinking, and technology to create solutions.

BCA- S303-CO-2
Enhance  the  ability  to  solve  problems  using  system  approaches,
critical and innovative thinking, and technology to create solutions.

BCA- S303-CO-3 Understand the object-oriented paradigm in python program.

BCA- S303-CO-4 Acquire project skills in core python.

BCA- S303-CO-5
Design  and  analyse  text  processing,  networking  and  Implement
database access in python using various python libraries.

Semester- III

-Course Name:  Computer Based Optimization Techniques

Course Code (CC)- BCA-304(GE1)

BCA-304(GE1)-CO-1
Understand  and  apply  the  concept  of  optimization  and
classification to solve practical optimization problems

BCA-304(GE1)-CO-2
Knowledge of applying evaluation optimization technique in
engineering applications.

BCA-304(GE1)-CO-3
Apply the technical knowledge and critical thinking to model
engineering  minima/maxima  problems  as  optimization
problems.

BCA-304(GE1)-CO-4 Apply the technical and critical  thinking to integrate  various
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resources  for  optimization  in  the  industry  as  well  as  for
strategic utilization of IT-enabled services and functions.

BCA-304(GE1)-CO-5
Apply the Queuing Models techniques to solve the real world
problem and also develop the skills to identify the solution of
the optimization problem.

Semester- III

-Course Name: Computer Based Numerical Techniques 

Course Code (CC)- BCA-304(GE2)

BCA-304(GE2)-CO-1
Understand  fundamental  of  numerical  computation  and  it’s
applicability.

BCA-304(GE2)-CO-2
Understand  fundamental  of  numerical  computation  and  it’s
applicability

BCA-304(GE2)-CO-3
Compute the error estimation of the algorithms Designed for
numerical  methods  Understand  fundamental  of  numerical
computation and it’s applicability

BCA-304(GE2)-CO-4
Apply numerical methods to find solutions of linear equation
problems. 

BCA-304(GE2)-CO-5
Apply  knowledge  of  computing,  mathematics,  science,  and
engineering  appropriate   to  find  solutions  to  differential
equations

Semester- III

-Course Name:  Database Management Systems Lab

Course Code (CC)- BCA-C351

BCA-C351-CO-1 Demonstrate the concepts of creation of tables, views and indexes.

BCA-C351-CO-2 Demonstrate the concept of keys and constraints on the tables

BCA-C351-CO-3 Illustrate the concept of data and structure manipulation
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BCA-C351-CO-4 Demonstrate the use of various aggregate functions in SQL on data.

BCA-C351-CO-5 Illustrate the data segregation using various operators in SQL.

Semester- III

-Course Name: Programming using Python Lab

Course Code (CC)- BCA-S352

BCA-S352-CO-1 Understand programming skill in core Python.

BCA-S352-CO-2 Demonstrate Python programs and its important features

BCA-S352-CO-3 Implement GUI application using Python

BCA-S352-CO-4
Understand  and  Implement  different  file  handling  and  database
operations.

BCA-S352-CO-5
Design and Implement  text  processing,  networking and database
access in python using various python libraries.

Semester- III

-Course Name:  Mini Project III

Course Code (CC)-BCA-S353

BCA-S353-CO-1 Identify the requirement aspects of a project for problem solving.

BCA-S353-CO-2 Able to choose appropriate software engineering process model.

BCA-S353-CO-3
Understand  the  different  project  feasibility  and  requirement  and
create SRS reports for project.

BCA-S353-CO-4
Choose,  Illustrate  and  apply  appropriate  software  tools  and
programming languages

BCA-S353-CO-5
Apply software metrics  for testing,  verification and validation of
project
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Semester- III

-Course Name:  Summer Internship Program-I

Course Code (CC)- BCA-SI354

BCA- SI354-CO-1 Prepare graduates who can communicate effectively.

BCA- SI354-CO-2 Prepare  graduates  to  be  productive  contributors  in  professional
practice and some other career path.

BCA- SI354-CO-3 Prepare graduates with a broad knowledge of industry.

BCA- SI354-CO-4
Prepare  graduates  with  key  knowledge  and  skills  in  applied
software Design, analysis.

BCA- SI354-CO-5
Students  gain  more  experience  in  accomplishing  a  long-term
project, and managing and completing the projects in the industry.

Semester- IV

-Course Name:  Operating System and Linux

Course Code (CC) - BCA-C401

BCA-C401-CO-1
Illustrate  the  fundamentals  of  operating  systems  component  and
demonstrate its functionalities using Linux commands.

BCA-C401-CO-2
Describe  the  operating  system  resources  and  its  management
techniques.

BCA-C401-CO-3 Compare and illustrate various process scheduling algorithms.

BCA-C401-CO-4 Apply appropriate memory and file management schemes.

BCA-C401-CO-5
Summarize the concepts of Linux operating system and implement
Shell programming.

Semester- IV
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-Course Name: Computer Networks

Course Code (CC) - BCA-C402

BCA-C402-CO-1
Understand  and  apply  acquired  fundamental  knowledge  of  digital
data communication techniques and its standards.

BCA-C402-CO-2
Determine,  explicate  and  analyse  problems  using  fundamental
concepts of Computer Networks and suggest new ways to solve the
problem.

BCA-C402-CO-3
Determine,  explicate  and  analyse  problems  using  fundamental
concepts of Computer Networks and suggest new ways to solve the
problem.

BCA-C402-CO-4
Make use of the concepts of OSI layers, functions and its protocols to
examine challenges in Computer Networks.

BCA-C402-CO-5
Build skills in Computer Networks to enhance competitive skills and
lifelong learning in the broadest context of technological change.

Semester- IV

-Course Name: Fundamental of IoT

Course Code (CC) - BCA-403(G1)

BCA-403(G1)-CO-1 Understand the vision and introduction of IoT.

BCA- 403(G1)-CO-2
Implement Data and Knowledge Management and use of Devices
in IoT technology. 

BCA- 403(G1)-CO-3
Understand where  the  IoT concept  fits  within  the  broader  ICT
industry and possible future Trends.

BCA- 403(G1)-CO-4
Able  to  understand  building  blocks  of  Internet  of  Things  and
characteristics.

BCA- 403(G1)-CO-5 Able to understand the application areas of IOT.

Semester- IV
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-Course Name: Data Warehouse and Data Mining

Course Code (CC) - BCA-403(DA1)

BCA-403(DA1)-CO-1 Understand the  fundamental  concepts,  advantages,  limitations  and
significance related to data warehouse. 

BCA-403(DA1)-CO-2
Understand  the  models  for  the  data  warehouse  Development  and
allied components.

BCA-403(DA1)-CO-3 Understand the concepts of OLAP which later on can be applied in
specific problem areas. 

BCA-403(DA1)-CO-4 Develop critical thinking skills to select a set of feasible techniques
for domain specific data mining

BCA-403(DA1)-CO-5
Outline the prominent sub domains of web data mining and text data
mining

Semester- IV

-Course Name: Fundamental of Cyber Security 

Course Code (CC) - BCA-403(CS1)

BCA-403(CS1)-CO-1
Understand the broad set of technical, social & political aspects
of Cyber Security.

BCA-403(CS1)-CO-2 Outline the Cyber Issues in Real World.

BCA-403(CS1)-CO-3 Understand the various ideas about cybercrime.

BCA-403(CS1)-CO-4 Generalize the knowledge on Digital Forensics.

BCA-403(CS1)-CO-5 Identify the Cyber Crime Investigation Methodology.

Semester- IV

-Course Name:  Programming in JAVA

Course Code (CC) - BCA-C404

BCA-C404-CO-1
Understand the  basic  concepts  of  programming  and formulate  the
algorithms  to  implement  the  basic  programs  and  prepare  young
minds to face the challenges in the IT industry

BCA-C404-CO-2 Identify the real-world problem and smuggest  the solutions to  the
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persistent  problem  by  rapid  software  development  using  Java
inheritance and packages

BCA-C404-CO-3
Design  and  develop  complex  GUI  application  using  Java  Applet,
AWT, with multithreading mechanism

BCA-C404-CO-4
Develop event-driven GUI applications using various modern Java
techniques like Swing, event handling

BCA-C404-CO-5
Apply technical skills to solve the IT industry problems and enhance
the employability of the students.

Semester- IV

-Course Name:  Linux Lab

Course Code (CC) - BCA-C451

BCA-C451-CO-1 Ability to identify the basic Linux general-purpose commands

BCA-C451-CO-2
Apply  and  change  the  ownership  and  file  permissions  using
advanced Linux commands.

BCA-C451-CO-3 Use the pwd, Sed,grep,chmod,sudo etc.

BCA-C451-CO-4 Implement and execute shell scripts.

BCA-C451-CO-5 Analyse and apply various tasks of administrator

Semester- IV

-Course Name: Programming in JAVA Lab

Course Code (CC) - BCA-C452

BCA-C452-CO-1
Understand the working of Java IDE with the fundamentals concepts
of programming to develop basic programs

BCA-C452-CO-2
Develop real  world  programs using  Java  packages,  interfaces  and
various OOPs concepts to solve complex problems

BCA-C452-CO-3 Analysis of the critical  problems in the real-time environment and
able  to  develop  Network  supported  applications  using  RMI  and
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multithreading

BCA-C452-CO-4
Implement portable GUI applications with enrich graphics using java
Swing to solve real world problems.

BCA-C452-CO-5
Develop  technical  knowledge  to  design  GUI  applications  with
database support to meet the current industry, academic requirements
using JDBC and Swing.

Semester- IV

-Course Name: Mini Project IV

Course Code (CC) -  BCA-S453

BCA-S453-CO-1
Enhance the presentation and communication skills of an individual by
project presentation to face a prospective technical interview and able
to create technical documentation of the required project

BCA-S453-CO-2

Enhance project-based learning skills, such as to define the problem,
identify  alternative  solutions,  plan  the  project,  execute  the  plan,
monitor and control the project progress for successful designing and
completion  using  software  engineering  designing  tools  like  DFD,
UML, pert chart and Gantt chart.

BCA-S453-CO-3
Develop the critical analysis skills so that student will able to apply
various  testing  tools  like  Unit  testing,  System  testing,  Black  Box
texting, Alpha testing and Beta testing techniques on the project.

BCA-S453-CO-4
Produce  Entrepreneurs  who  can  analyse  the  problem  and  develop
customized solution using programming language for small  to large
enterprises. 

BCA-S453-CO-5
Enable the Students to design and develop short research projects in a
team using technical knowledge of Software Engineering

Semester- V

-Course Name:  Computer Graphics 

Course Code (CC) - BCA-501(DE1)
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BCA-501(DE1)-CO-1
Understand  the  basic  concepts,  Algorithm  and  Disciplinary
knowledge of Computer Graphics using OpenGL

BCA-501(DE1)-CO-2
Understand  the  2D  Geometric  Primitives  and  construct  the
different shapes using OpenGL

BCA-501(DE1)-CO-3
Design and implement Algorithms in OpenGL to draw Objects,
Clipping,  Scan conversion and Filling of basic  Objects  in  2D
Transformations. 

BCA-501(DE1)-CO-4
Understand and explore the different  approaches  in  Computer
Animation

BCA-501(DE1)-CO-5
Be  capable  of  using  OpenGL  to  create  interactive  Computer
Graphics  try  problems  and  enhance  the  employability  of  the
students.

Semester- V

-Course Name:  Machine Learning

Course Code (CC) - BCA-501(DE2)

BCA-501(DE2)-CO-1
Understand the fundamental idea of machine learning, using data
model, selection model and complexity.

BCA-501(DE2)-CO-2
Understand  the  strength  and  weakness  of  popular  machine
learning approach

BCA-501(DE2)-CO-3
Learn  mathematical  relationship  within  and  across  machine
learning algorithm and paradigm

BCA-501(DE2)-CO-4
Implement various machine learning algorithm using real word
application

BCA-501(DE2)-CO-5
Develop  the  ability  to  evaluate  and  interpret  the  result  of
algorithm

Semester- V

-Course Name: Advance Cyber Security
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Course Code (CC) -    BCA-501(DE3)

BCA-501(DE3)-CO-1
Understand  the  privacy  lifecycle  principles  and  risk
management.

BCA-501(DE3)-CO-2 Apply theoretical concepts to different cybercrimes

BCA-501(DE3)-CO-3 Study the privacy principles of various standard organization

BCA-501(DE3)-CO-4 Know the sensitive online information and its privacy policies

BCA-501(DE3)- CO-5
Learn  the  best  practice  guidelines  and  standards  for  digital
evidence examination

Semester- V

-Course Name:  Mobile Computing

Course Code (CC) -     BCA-502(DE1)

BCA-502(DE1)-CO-1
Demonstrate  and  analyse  the  principles,  theories,  and
importance  of  mobile  computing  technologies  to  enhance
employability.

BCA-502(DE1)-CO-2
Demonstrate  the  technology,  infrastructures  and  facilities  of
mobile  computing and able to evaluate  the solution to solve
mobile computing problem.

BCA-502(DE1)-CO-3
Identify  the  applications  in  different  domains  that  mobile
computing offers to the public, society, and businesses so the
employability can enhance.

BCA-502(DE1)-CO-4
Demonstrate the possible future aspects of mobile computing
technologies  and  their  applications  and able  to  Develop  the
technical skill to handle mobile computing issues.

BCA-502(DE1)-CO-5
Compare  the  different  aspects  of  the  routing  algorithm  and
Develop the learning  skills  to  face  the  challenges  in  mobile
computing.
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Semester- V

-Course Name: Cloud Computing

Course Code (CC) -   BCA-502(DE2)

BCA-502(DE2)-CO-1

Understand  the  Cloud  Computing  Architecture,
characteristics,  benefits of cloud computing and core issues
such as security, privacy, and interoperability and apply these
concepts in cloud infrastructures to understand the tradeoffs
in power, increase efficiency and reduce cost.

BCA-502(DE2)-CO-2
Understand and compare the various levels of services that
can  be  achieved  by cloud  and  create  flexible  and scalable
infrastructures.

BCA-502(DE2)-CO-3
Analyse and understand the various Cloud Platforms used in
Industry and apply them to solve problems in the market on
cloud.

BCA-502(DE2)-CO-4
Understand and compare the various Scientific, Business and
Consumer Applications of Clouds, to select best solution for
the existing problem in the industry.

BCA-502(DE2)-CO-5
Understanding  of  when  and  where  to  use  and  providing
sufficient  foundations  to  enable  further  study and  research
using the appropriate industry models.

Semester- V

-Course Name:  Artificial Intelligence

Course Code (CC) -    BCA-502(DE3)

BCA-502(DE3)-CO-1
Understand the basics of the theory and practice of Artificial
Intelligence as a discipline

BCA-502(DE3)-CO-2
Outline  and  choose  appropriate  idealizations  for  converting
real world problems into AI search problems formulated using
the appropriate search algorithm.

BCA-502(DE3)-CO-3 Interpret  functions  and  strategies  for  game  playing  and
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Implementing different search

problems based on time and space complexities for standard
search algorithms.

BCA-502(DE3)-CO-4

Apply  knowledge  representation  techniques  for  problem
solving and analyse various

applications  of  AI  techniques  in  intelligent  agents,  expert
systems, artificial neural and other Machine learning models

BCA-502(DE3)-CO-5
Combine Self -learning and research skills to be able to tackle
a topic of your interest on his/her as part of team

Semester- V

-Course Name: Web Technologies

Course Code (CC) -  BCA-503(DE1)

BCA-503(DE1)-CO-1
Understand  the  fundamental  of  web  technology,  internet
protocols  and  web  Development  tools  using  web
Development collaboration and team dynamics. 

BCA-503(DE1)-CO-2
Learn to create static web pages by analysing the existing
problems in real time environment using font tags, list tags,
table tags, frame tags, form tags & anchor tags.

BCA-503(DE1)-CO-3
Develop the web Designing skills using CSS and learn the
programming  concept  of  Client-side  scripting  using
JavaScript.

BCA-503(DE1)-CO-4
Implement the server side scripting on the web application
using PHP.

BCA-503(DE1)-CO-5

Develop technical knowledge of database connectivity and
validation of web application through My SQL, PHP and
JavaScript so that student can meet the current industry,  

academic and research requirement.
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Semester- V

-Course Name: Advance JAVA

Course Code (CC) -   BCA-503(DE2)

BCA-E503-CO-1
Understand the basic concepts of Advance Java for solving the real-
life problem in various multidisciplinary setups using Java Servlets 

BCA-E503-CO-2
Implement the solutions for the existing problem with rapid Web
Application development technique using Java Server Pages

BCA-E503-CO-3
Implement  enrich  graphic  supported  application  using  JavaFx to
apply for solving real world problems

BCA-E503-CO-4
Design and develop MVC supported Web applications using java
Struts

BCA-E503-CO-5
Design and Develop scalable, secure Web-based applications as per
the current industry requirements with various frameworks t. And
enhance the opportunities for employability of the students.

Semester- V

-Course Name: Computer Graphics Lab

Course Code (CC) -  BCA-551(DE1)

BCA-551(DE1)-CO-1
Understand  the  basic  concepts,  Algorithm  and  Disciplinary
knowledge of Computer Graphics using OpenGL

BCA-551(DE1))-CO-2
Understand  the  2D  Geometric  Primitives  and  construct  the
different shapes OpenGL

BCA-551(DE1)-CO-3
Design and Implement algorithms in OpenGL to draw Objects,
Clipping,  Scan conversion and Filling of basic  Objects  in  2D
transformations.

BCA-551(DE1)-CO-4
Learn  to  create  animation  application  and  Implement  the
different approaches in Computer Animation using OpenGL

BCA-551(DE1)-CO-5
Develop the technical knowledge of OpenGL to create and solve
interactive Computer Graphics
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Semester- V

-Course Name: Machine Learning Lab

Course Code (CC) -  BCA-551(DE2)

BCA-551(DE2)-CO-1
Understand  the  Implementation  procedures  for  the  machine
learning algorithms.

BCA-551(DE2)-CO-2 Design Java/Python programs for various Learning algorithms.

BCA-551(DE2)-CO-3 Apply appropriate data sets to the Machine Learning algorithms

BCA-551(DE2)-CO-4
Identify  and  apply  Machine  Learning  algorithms  to  solve  real
world problems.

BCA-551(DE2)-CO-5
Understand the use of Java/python ML library classes/API in the
program.

Semester- V

-Course Name: Advance Cyber Security Lab

Course Code (CC) -  BCA-551(DE3)

BCA-551(DE3)-CO-1
Develop code for  classical  Encryption  Techniques  to  solve  the
problems.

BCA-551(DE3)-CO-2
Build  cryptosystems  by  applying  symmetric  and  public  key
encryption algorithms.

BCA-551(DE3)-CO-3 Construct code for authentication algorithms

BCA-551(DE3)-CO-4 Develop a signature scheme using Digital signature standard.

BCA-551(DE3)-CO-5 Demonstrate the network security system using open source tools.

Semester- V

-Course Name: Web Technologies Lab
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Course Code (CC) -  BCA-552(DE1)

BCA-552(DE1)-CO-1
Understand the concepts  of  basic  html tags  like list  tags,  table
tags, frame tags, form tags to Develop the static web pages.

BCA-552(DE1)-CO-2
Enhance  the  view  of  web  pages  through  web  Designing
techniques using CSS.

BCA-552(DE1)-CO-3
Learn  the  basic  concepts  of  client-side  scripting  and  various
validations constructs using JavaScript

BCA-552(DE1)-CO-4
Learn the fundamental concepts of server-side scripting and basic
programming concepts using PHP.

BCA-552(DE1)-CO-5

Develop  technical  knowledge  of  database  connectivity  and
validation  of  web  application  through  MySQL,  PHP  and
JavaScript so that student can meet the current industry, academic
and research requirement.

Semester- V

-Course Name: Advance JAVA Lab

Course Code (CC) -  BCA-552(DE2)

BCA-552(DE2)-CO-1
Understand the working of Java IDE with the advance concepts of
programming and Implement web applications using Servlets

BCA-552(DE2)-CO-2
Design  and  Develop  web  applications  using  rapid  web
Development technologies like Java Server Pages.

BCA-552(DE2)-CO-3
Learn to create console based enrich graphic application and apply
them for solving real world problems using JavaFx

BCA-552(DE2)-CO-4
Analysis of the critical problems in the real-time environment and
able to Design Web application using Java struts with validations

BCA-552(DE2)-CO-5 Develop technical  knowledge to  Design and Implement  dynamic
web applications to meet the current industry requirements using
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the Spring Framework.

Semester- V

-Course Name: Mini Project -V

Course Code (CC) -  BCA-S553

BCA-S553-CO-1
Enhance the presentation skills and student will learn to create proper
documentation of the project

BCA-S553-CO-2
Understand various project planning strategies using pert chart and giant
chart and to Develop the critical analysis for real time problems using
feasibility analysis technique

BCA-S553-CO-3
Understand the project Designing construct using software engineering
Designing tools like DFD and UML diagrams.

BCA-S553-CO-4
Develop the critical  analysis skills so that  student will  able to  apply
various testing tools like unit testing, system testing, black box testing,
alpha testing and beta testing techniques on the project.

BCA-S553-CO-5
Produce entrepreneurs who can Develop customized solution for small
to large enterprises.

Semester- V

-Course Name: Summer Internship Program-II

Course Code (CC) -  BCA-SI554

BCA- SI554- CO-1 Prepare graduates who can communicate effectively.

BCA- SI554- CO-2
Prepare  graduates  to  be  productive  contributors  in  professional
practice and some other career path

BCA- SI554-CO-3 Prepare graduates with a broad knowledge of industry

BCA- SI554-CO-4
Prepare  graduates  with  key  knowledge  and  skills  in  applied
software Design, analysis

BCA- SI554-CO-5
Students  gain  more  experience  in  accomplishing  a  long-term
project, and managing and completing the projects in the industry.
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Semester- VI

-Course Name: NET Framework and Technologies

Course Code (CC) -  BCA-601(G1)

BCA-601(G1)- CO-1
Understand the basic concept of programming. To Develop problem
analysis and problem-solving skills for real time problem using .NET
framework technology.

BCA-601(G1)-CO-2
Identify and analyse the existing problems in real time environment
and  Develop  the  new  solution  using  the  programming  concept
using .net framework technology.

BCA-601(G1)-CO-3
Develop critical thinking, analytical skills to Develop new window
and  web  application  for  existing  problems  using  .net  framework
technology.

BCA-601(G1)-CO-4
Implement  validation  controls  on  web  based  application  using
ASP.NET validation, standard and rich controls.

BCA-601(G1)-CO-5
Develop  technical  knowledge  of  ADO.net,  Asp.net  and  window
programming so that student can meet the current industry, academic
and research requirement.

Semester- VI

-Course Name: Flutter

Course Code (CC) -  BCA-601(G2)

BCA-601(G2)- CO-1
Understand  the  Concept  of  flutter  and  its  installation  in  various
operating systems.

BCA-601(G2)-CO-2
Analyse the concept of the architectural Design of User Interface and
the basics of Dart programming

BCA-601(G2)-CO-3
Able to build flexible layouts using the Flutter widgets and Layouts
with the use of Dart

BCA-601(G2)-CO-4 Learn to use the flutter animation and Flutter compatible packages
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into your projects.

BCA-601(G2)-CO-5
Apply  common  mobile  Design  patterns  to  structure  Flutter  apps
using packages and database concepts to deploy your app.

Semester- VI

-Course Name: Big Data Analytics

Course Code (CC) -  BCA-601(DA1)

BCA-601(DA1)- CO-1 Understand the basic concept in big data analytics.

BCA-601(DA1)-CO-2
Develop  the  skill  set  to  build  effective  solutions  for  Big  Data
issues using Hadoop and  its Eco-System.

BCA-601(DA1)-CO-3
Apply  the  knowledge  of  Hive,  PIG,  HBase  in  different  IT
solution.

BCA-601(DA1)-CO-4 Apply and manage Job Execution in Hadoop Environment.

BCA-601(DA1)-CO-5
Acquire fundamental enabling techniques and scalable algorithms
like Hadoop, Map Reduce and NO SQL in big data.

Semester- VI

-Course Name: Information Retrieval

Course Code (CC) -  BCA-601(DA2)

BCA-601(DA2)- CO-1 Understands the objectives of information retrieval systems.

BCA-601(DA2)-CO-2
Understand  models  like  vector-space,  probabilistic  and  language
models to identify the similarity of query and document

BCA-601(DA2)-CO-3
Implement  clustering  algorithms  like  hierarchical  agglomerative
clustering and k-means algorithm.

BCA-601(DA2)-CO-4
Understand  relevance  feedback  in  vector  space  model  and
probabilistic model.
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BCA-601(DA2)-CO-5
Illustrate  how N-grams are  used  for  detection  and correction  of
spelling errors.

Semester- VI

-Course Name: BCA-601(CS1)

Course Code (CC) -  Ethical Hacking

BCA-601(CS1)- CO-1
Explain the basic principles and techniques of how attackers can enter
to computer systems.

BCA-601(CS1)-CO-2 Understand the concepts of System hacking.

BCA-601(CS1)-CO-3 Perform TCP/IP and Port scanning

BCA-601(CS1)-CO-4
Apply  acquired  knowledge  into  practice  by  performing  ethical
penetration tests and hide the intrusion.

BCA-601(CS1)-CO-5 Describe on network protection systems.

Semester- VI

-Course Name: BCA-601(CS2)

Course Code (CC) -  Block Chain

BCA-601(CS2)- CO-1
Explain Design principles of Bitcoin and Ethereum and Explain 
Nakamoto consensus

BCA-601(CS2)-CO-2 Explain the Simplified Payment Verification protocol

BCA-601(CS2)-CO-3 Interact with a blockchain system by sending and reading transactions

BCA-601(CS2)-CO-4 Design, build, and deploy a distributed application

BCA-601(C2)-CO-5
Evaluate security, privacy, and efficiency of a given blockchain 
system.

Semester- VI
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-Course Name: BCA-602(G1)

Course Code (CC) -  Advance Web Technology

BCA-602(G1)-CO-1
Understand  how  to  combine  web  technologies  like  java  script,
document object model, to create AJAX application.

BCA-602(G1)-CO-2
Apply JSON technology with website to transit and fetch data over
the internet.

BCA-602(G1)-CO-3
Develop rich applications with the integration of Web API and Java
Script object notation.

BCA-602(G1)-CO-4
Create  effective  application  with  the  help  of  session  management
techniques.

BCA-602(G1)-CO-5 Design web application to manipulate data using PHP and MySQL.

Semester- VI

-Course Name: BCA-602(G2)

Course Code (CC) -  Android App Development

BCA-602(G2)-CO-1
Understand basic concept of Object Oriented Programming Concepts
& Java Fundamental.

BCA-602(G2)-CO-2
Understand and Implement the concept of Android SDK, Android 
application framework, android runtime, Android lifecycle

BCA-602(G2)-CO-3
Develop android app using Text controls, Images, Button controls,
supporting multiple screens

BCA-602(G2)-CO-4
Develop code in XML and learn the application Development life
cycle.

BCA-602(G2)-CO-5

Enhance the Development skills of student to create mobile 
application using UI layouts- Predefined android layouts, linear 
layout, grid view, relative layout, table layout, absolute layout, frame
layout, list view, layout attributes.
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Semester- VI

-Course Name: BCA-602(DA1)

Course Code (CC) -  Programming Using R

BCA-602(DA1)- CO-1
Understand  the  basic  concepts  of  R  language  and  Develop
programming skills.

BCA-602(DA1)-CO-2
Develop  Analytical  /  Logical  Thinking  and  Problem-Solving
capabilities.

BCA-602(DA1)-CO-3
Understand  how  data  is  analysed  and  visualized  using  statistic
functions

BCA-602(DA1)-CO-4
Design and write efficient programs using R to perform routine and
specialized data manipulation/management and analysis tasks.

BCA-602(DA1)-CO-5 Apply statistical estimates to make meaningful predictions from data.  

Semester- VI

-Course Name: BCA-602(DA2)

Course Code (CC) -  Data Visualization

BCA-602(DA2)-CO-1 Learn about different stages of data analysis process.

BCA-602(DA2)-CO-2 Learn about different stages of data analysis process.

BCA-602(DA2)-CO-3 Understand various stages of visualizing data.

BCA-602(DA2)-CO-4 Analyse features of libraries, ggplot library for visualization

BCA-602(DA2)-CO-5 Learn the data science use cases for data visualization.

Semester- VI

-Course Name: BCA-602(CS1)

Course Code (CC) -  .NET Framework and Security
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BCA-602(CS1)- CO-1
Understand the basic concept of programming. To Develop 
problem analysis and problem solving skills for real time problem 
using .NET framework technology.

BCA-602(CS1)-CO-2
Identify and analyse the existing problems in real time environment
and  Develop  the  new  solution  using  the  programming  concept
using .net framework technology.

BCA-602(CS1)-CO-3
Develop critical thinking, analytical skills to Develop new window
and web application  for  existing problems using .net  framework
technology.

BCA-602(CS1)-CO-4
Develop  technical  knowledge  of  ADO.net,  Asp.net  and  window
programming  so  that  student  can  meet  the  current  industry,
academic and research requirement.

BCA-602(CS1)-CO-5 Develop technical knowledge of .Net based Security Solutions.

Semester- VI

-Course Name: BCA-602(CS2)

Course Code (CC) -  Android App Development

BCA-602(CS2)- CO-1 Describe Android platform, Architecture and features.   

BCA-602(CS2)-CO-2 Design User Interface and develop activity for Android App.

BCA-602(CS2)-CO-3
Use Intent,  Broadcast  receivers  and Internet  services  in  Android
App.

BCA-602(CS2)-CO-4
Design  and  implement  Database  Application  and  Content
providers.

BCA-602(CS2)-CO-5 Discuss various stages in Android App publishing.

Semester- VI

-Course Name: BCA-603(CCI1)

Course Code (CC) -  Human Values and Professional Ethics
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BCA-603(CCI1)- CO-1
Identify and analyse an ethical issue in the subject matter under
investigation or in a relevant field.

BCA-603(CCI1)-CO-2
Identify  the  multiple  ethical  interests  at  stake  in  a  real-world
situation or practice.

BCA-603(CCI1)-CO-3
Assess  their  own  ethical  values  and  the  social  context  of
problems.

BCA-603(CCI1) -CO-4
Articulate  what  makes  a  particular  course  of  action  ethically
defensible.

BCA-603(CCI1)-CO-5
Identify  ethical  concerns  in  research  and  intellectual  contexts,
including  academic  integrity,  use  and  citation  of  sources,  the
objective presentation of data, and the treatment of human.

Semester- VI

-Course Name: BCA-603(CCI2)

Course Code (CC) - Gender Equality

BCA-603(CCI2)- CO-1
Develop student’s sensibility with regard to issues of gender in
contemporary India.

BCA-603(CCI2)-CO-2
Provide a critical perspective on the socialization of men and 
women.

BCA-603(CCI2)-CO-3
Introduce  students  to  information  about  some  key  biological
aspects of genders.

Semester- VI

-Course Name: BCA-603(CCI3)

Course Code (CC) -  Indian Culture and Diversity

BCA-603(CCI3)-CO-1
Understand the distinctive feature of Indian Society, Culture and
Diversity and able to established the relationship among them.
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BCA-603(CCI3)-CO-2

Develop the ethical values and peaceful co-existence by 
understanding the relationship between society and education; and
removing the evils of caste system, backward  classes and 
religious minorities.

BCA-603(CCI3)-CO-3
Diagnose the problem of rural society and able to recommend 
corrective measures.

BCA-603(CCI3)-CO-4
Examine the Contemporary challenges before Indian Society like 
communalism and regionalism ethnocentrism and gender 
discrimination.

BCA-603(CCI3)-CO-5
Analyse the impact of globalization and, Mono- culturalism on 
society through Mcdonaldization, mass media and labour issues.

Semester- VI

-Course Name: BCA-P604

Course Code (CC) -  Project

BCA-P604-CO-1
Enhance the presentation skills and student will learn to create proper
documentation of the project.

BCA-P604-CO-2
Understand various project planning strategies using pert chart and giant
chart and to Develop the critical analysis for real time problems using 
feasibility analysis technique.

BCA-P604-CO-3
Understand the project Designing construct using software engineering 
Designing tools like DFD and UML diagrams.

BCA-P604-CO-4
Develop the critical  analysis  skills  so that  student will  able  to  apply
various testing tools like unit testing, system testing, black box testing,
alpha testing and beta testing techniques on the project.

BCA-P604-CO-5
Produce entrepreneurs who can Develop customized solution for small 
to large enterprises.

Semester- VI

-Course Name: .NET Framework and Technologies Lab
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Course Code (CC) -  BCA-651(G1)

BCA-651(G1)-CO-1
Understand the  working  of  visual  studio  IDE with  the  fundamentals
concepts of programming using C# .NET.

BCA-651(G1)-CO-2
Understand  the  fundamentals  of  Object-oriented  programming  and
apply to create console application using C#.net.

BCA-651(G1)-CO-3
Analysis the critical problems of the real time environment and able to
Design  new  windows  application  using  windows  programming
constructs through c#.net.

BCA-651(G1)-CO-4
Learn to create web application and Implement validation controls on
web-based  application  using  ASP.NET  validation,  standard  and  rich
controls.

BCA-651(G1)-CO-5
Develop  technical  knowledge  of  ADO.net,  Asp.net  and  window
programming so that student can meet the current industry, academic
and research requirement.

Semester- VI

-Course Name: Flutter Lab

Course Code (CC) -  BCA-651(G2)

BCA-651(G2)-CO-1 Understand the concept of flutter.

BCA-651(G2)-CO-2
Understand the concept of the architectural Design of User Interface and
the basics of Dart programming.

BCA-651(G2)-CO-3
Able to build flexible layouts using the Flutter expanded widget app 
with the use of Dart.

BCA-651(G2)-CO-4 Learn to use the Dart package manager to incorporate.

BCA-651(G2)-CO-5 Apply common mobile Design patterns to structure Flutter apps.

Semester- VI

-Course Name: Big Data Analytics LAB
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Course Code (CC) -  BCA-651(DA1)

BCA-651(DA1)-CO-1
Enable to understand the installation of VMWare and apply 
Perform setting up and Installing Hadoop in its three operating 
modes.

BCA-651(DA1)-CO-2
Learn how to Implement file management tasks in Hadoop and 
Apply Map Reduce program that mines data.

BCA-651(DA1)-CO-3
Implement matrix multiplication with Hadoop MapReduce and 
Apply Map Reduce program that makes the dataset to be 
compressed.

BCA-651(DA1)-CO-4
Understand the installation of PIG, Pig Latin scripts  sort,  group,
join, project, and filter the data.

BCA-651(DA1)-CO-5
Understand and Apply Hive to create, alter, and drop databases, 
tables, views, functions, and indexes.

Semester- VI

-Course Name: Information Retrieval Lab

Course Code (CC) -  BCA-651(DA2)

BCA-651(DA2)-CO-1 Demonstrate  information  retrieval  programs  and  its  important
features.

BCA-651(DA2)-CO-2 Design  and  Implement  a  program  for  pre-processing  of  a  Text
Document- stop word removal.

BCA-651(DA2)-CO-3 Implement and Design a simple web crawler.

BCA-651(DA2)-CO-4 Implement information retrieval model.

BCA-651(DA2)-CO-5 Demonstrate the fundamental concept of information retrieval like-
web graph, similarity between two text documents etc.
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Semester- VI

-Course Name: Ethical Hacking Lab

Course Code (CC) -  BCA-651(CS1)

BCA-651(CS1)-CO-1
Gain the knowledge of the use and availability of tools to support an
ethical hack.

BCA-651(CS1)-CO-2 Gain the knowledge of interpreting the results of a controlled attack.

BCA-651(CS1)-CO-3
Explore the security  threats  and vulnerabilities that  face computer
network engineers by using penetration testing techniques.

BCA-651(CS1)-CO-4
Identify and analyse a formal hacking lab that will demonstrate and
allow the student to document vulnerabilities within the network.

BCA-651(CS1)-CO-5
Analyse ethical boundaries to demonstrate and understand what is
necessary and appropriate when conducting penetration tests.

Semester- VI

-Course Name: Block Chain Lab

Course Code (CC) -  BCA-651(CS2)

BCA-651(CS2)-CO-1
Understand  the  tools-  Python,  VS  Code,  POSTMAN,  FLASK,
Node.js, Ganache, MyEtherWallet.

BCA-651(CS2)-CO-2 Develop and Implement the block chain.

BCA-651(CS2)-CO-3 learn to create the Cryptocurrencies.

BCA-651(CS2)-CO-4 Understand the concept of smart contract.

BCA-651(CS2)-CO-5
Analysis  and  Implement  Blockchain  platforms-  Ethereum,
Hyperledger Fabric, IBM Blockchain and Relictum Pro.
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Semester- VI

-Course Name: Advance Web Technology Lab

Course Code (CC) -  BCA-652(G1)

BCA-652(G1)-CO-1
Illustrate GET and POST request processing by using AJAX technology
and jQuery.

BCA-652(G1)-CO-2
Demonstrate  complex  business  logics  by  using  Object  oriented
programming concepts in PHP.

BCA-652(G1)-CO-3
Learn to combine AJAX, DOM and advance java script to manipulate
CSS and DOM contents.

BCA-652(G1)-CO-4
Demonstrate use of web API, JSON functionality to create modern web
applications.

BCA-652(G1) -CO-5
Enable  to  solve  real  world  problems  by  Developing  interactive  web
applications  using  various  web  technologies  and  be  prepared  for  IT
industry.

Semester- VI

-Course Name: ANDROID App Development Lab

Course Code (CC) - BCA-652(G2) 

BCA-652(G2)-CO-1
Understand the object oriented programming concept and apply to 
Develop android application using exception handling.

BCA-652(G2)-CO-2
Understand the Android Development environment, Android SDK, 
Android application framework, android runtime, Android lifecycle 
to Develop the android mobile application

BCA-652(G2)-CO-3
Develop android application using Text controls, Images, Button 
controls, supporting multiple screens.

BCA-652(G2)-CO-4
Understand the concept of broad casting and Develop and android
application creating and registering the broadcasting receiver.
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BCA-652(G2) -CO-5
Develop android application using UI layouts- pre-defined android
layouts,  linear  layout,  grid  view,  relative  layout,  table  layout,
absolute layout, frame layout, list view, layout attributes.

Semester- VI

-Course Name: Programming using R LAB

Course Code (CC) -  BCA-652(DA1)

BCA-652(DA1)-CO-1
Enable to build programming logic and thereby Developing skills 
in programming

BCA-652 (DA1)-CO-2
Learn  how  to  organize  data  and  analyse  data  using  real  time
examples.

 BCA-652(DA1)-CO-3
Apply  and  practice  logical  formulations  to  Design  and  Develop
solutions to complex problems.

 BCA-652(DA1)-CO-4
Apply and analyse numerical data pertaining to some mathematical
problem to aid in problem solving using R programming. 

 BCA-652(DA1)-CO-5
Manipulate data within R and to create simple graphs and charts
used in introductory statistics.

Semester- VI

-Course Name: Data Visualization LAB

Course Code (CC) -  BCA-652(DA2)

BCA-652(DA2)-CO-1 Understand and describe the main concepts of data visualization.

BCA-652 (DA2)-CO-2 Design and Develop dashboards using Tableau Desktop.

BCA-652(DA2)-CO-3 Implement and Design basic algorithm in data visualization.

BCA-652(DA2)-CO-4
Implement  linear  regression  technique  on  numeric  data  for
prediction.

BCA-652(DA2) -CO-5 Design  and  Implement  programs  for  data  distribution  using
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different methods.   

Semester- VI

-Course Name: .NET Framework and Security Lab 

Course Code (CC) -  BCA-652(CS1)

BCA-652(CS1)-CO-1
Understand the basic concept of programming. To Develop problem
analysis and problem-solving skills for real time problem using .NET
framework technology.

BCA-652 (CS1)-CO-2
Identify and analyse the existing problems in real time environment
and  Develop  the  new  solution  using  the  programming  concept
using .net framework technology.

BCA-652(CS1)-CO-3
Develop critical thinking, analytical skills to Develop new window 
and web application  for existing problems using .net framework 
technology

BCA-652(CS1)-CO-4
Develop  technical  knowledge  of  ADO.net,  Asp.net  and  window
programming so that student can meet the current industry, academic
and research requirement.

BCA-652(CS1) -CO-5 Develop technical knowledge of .Net based Security Solutions.

Semester- VI

-Course Name: ANDROID App Development Lab 

Course Code (CC) -  BCA-652(CS2)

BCA-652(CS2)-CO-1
Understand the object-oriented programming concept and apply to
Develop android application using exception handling.

BCA-652 (CS2)-CO-2
Understand  the  Android  Development  environment,  Android
SDK, Android application framework, android runtime, Android
lifecycle to Develop the android mobile application
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BCA-652(CS2)-CO-3
Develop android application using Text controls, Images, Button
controls, supporting multiple screens.

BCA-652(CS2)-CO-4
Understand the concept of broad casting and Develop and android
application creating and registering the broadcasting receiver

BCA-652(CS2) -CO-5
Develop  android  application  using  UI  layouts-  pre-defined
android  layouts,  linear  layout,  grid  view,  relative  layout,  table
layout, absolute layout, frame layout, list view, layout attributes.


